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Six-year-old Josef is tormented by bullies.
He is rescued from his misery by an older
boy, Mosche, who lives in the Jewish
quarter of Worms, a city on the Rhein
River. The two boys and Mosches sister
Miriam become friends, spending time
together as Mosche teaches Josef to read.
Miriam herself learns eagerly, though few
of her eleventh-century contemporaries
think it desirable to educate girls. The
boys are excited to meet the beloved Rabbi
Scholomo of Troyes. He is called the rabbi
of Worms by the local Jews since he once
studied and taught in their city. Josef and
Mosche maintain their friendship, even as
citizen armies of Christians inflict violence
on Jews during the early days of the First
Crusade. In a dangerous and chaotic time,
Rabbi Scholomos teachings provide help
and solace to those who face horrible
dilemmas. Jews and Christians alike will
easily identify with the characters living
through
this
turning
point
in
Jewish-Christian relations, as the Crusades
moved through Europe and renegade
elements killed Jews and destroyed their
communities in the Rhein valley. Readers
will understand better how the violence a
thousand years earlier gave rise to the
massacres of Jews in Nazi Germany. Judy
Hogan, author of Farm Fresh and Fatal
Though this is a marvelous, gripping,
well-researched historical novel, somehow
it doesnt seem quite right to call M. K.
Hammonds book a historical novel. In her
narration, the eleventh century Rabbi of
Worms speaks to each of us with a
compelling,
faithful
message
that
challenges us today. A timely, wonderfully
written novel! Will Willimon, professor,
Duke Divinity School, North Carolina The
Rabbi of Worms is historical fiction at its
best. M. K. Hammond has written an
engaging story set in accurately depicted
late eleventh-century Germany. The
characters conversations about Christianity
and Judaism convey rich details of
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medieval religious practice that are integral
to the characters friendships. The work
would be an asset for anyone interested in
learning about Medieval Europe. Mary
Jane Morrow, professor, Duke University,
North Carolina Former math teacher and
newspaper columnist M. K. Hammond
now spends her time writing, teaching
Bible studies at church, and singing Jewish
music with a community chorale. Her
previous book, an epistolary novel called
Balm in Gilead/Writings of Jeremiah, was
published by Resource Publications in
2007.
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The Rabbi of Worms Morning Star Publishing Austria, where he served as chief rabbi and studied Kabbalah with
Yaakov Temerles of Worms. His students included Yits?ak Aharon of Worms, Yehudah Flyer TourInf Judentum
2011 e - Stadt Worms Aaron Worms was a chief rabbi of Metz and a Talmudist the son of Abraham Aberle, he was
born July 7, 1754, in Geislautern, a small village near Volklingen ) Samuel Adler (rabbi) - Wikipedia M.K. Hammond
is the author of The Rabbi of Worms (3.00 avg rating, 4 ratings, 1 review, published 2013) and Balm in Gilead (0.0 avg
rating, 0 ratings, 0 The Rabbi of Worms by M.K. Hammond Reviews, Discussion worms: city of religions. Tourist
Information Worms. Neumarkt 14 D-67547 Worms Warmaisa: Worms as a centre really called Rabbi Shlomo
Yitzhaki. Interview with Marie Hammond about The Rabbi of Worms This means that the Holy Sands cemetery in
Worms is the oldest existing Jewish Visitors from all over the world come here to see the graves of Rabbi Meir of
ELEAZAR BEN JUDAH BEN KALONYMUS OF WORMS Rabbi Meir von Rothenburg, called MaHaRam (died
1293), Alexander ben Salomon The New Jewish Cemetery in Worms-Hochheim has a wonderful funeral
9781625644596: The Rabbi of Worms: - AbeBooks - Hammond YIVO Search Results And yet, at that time,
Christians and Jews alike came from all over Europe to seek the wisdom of the Rabbi of Worms, a French scholar whose
Eleazar ben Judah Of Worms German rabbi Doctor Worm is a song by They Might Be Giants. It first appeared on
the primarily live album (In the cover, the band altered the lyrics Rabbi Vole to Rabbi Warne, as a fitting reference to
John Warne, Relient Ks bassist.) Jewish Cemetery, Worms - Wikipedia Maharam (Rabbi Meir ben Baruch) and
Alexander ben Salomo, in Worms Holy Sand cemetery. Free The Rabbi of Worms Download. PDF books available
Shlomo Yitzchaki today generally known by the acronym Rashi was a medieval French rabbi . When Rabbi Yaakov
died in 1064, Rashi continued learning in Worms for another year in the yeshiva of his relative, Rabbi Isaac ben Eliezer
Jewish Community of Worms, Germany - Geni Eleazar of Worms (????? ?????????) (c. 11761238), or Eleazar ben
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Judah ben Kalonymus, also According to Zunz, Eleazar was hazzan at Erfurt before he became rabbi at Worms. In 1233
he took part in the Synod of Mainz which enacted the Rashi - Wikipedia The importance of Jewish Worms is due
above all to him: Rabbi Salomon ben Isaak, called Rashi. This Jewish scholar and writer of a commentary on the Doctor
Worm - Wikipedia Six-year-old Josef is tormented by bullies. He is rescued from his misery by an older boy, Mosche,
who lives in the Jewish quarter of Worms, a city on the Rhein The Rabbi of Worms: Eric M. Meyers, M. K.
Hammond: The most famous belongs to Rabbi Meir of Rothenburg who was born in Worms around the year 1215
and became the leading authority of his M.K. Hammond (Author of The Rabbi of Worms) - Goodreads Ha-Maharil
of Mainz - Our Teacher, Rabbi Yehudah Leib, also died in Worms (1427). Many legends exist about the holiness of the
cemetery of The Rabbi of Worms - Google Books Result Samuel Adler was a leading German-American Reform
rabbi, Talmudist, and author. Contents. [hide]. 1 Early life 2 Career 3 Death and legacy 4 References. Early life[edit].
Samuel Adler was born on December 3, 1809 in Worms, Germany. Worms, Germany: Centuries Of Jewish History
Distilled HuffPost The Rabbi Of Worms WUNC Jews and Christians alike will easily identify with the characters
living through this turning point in Jewish-Christian relations, as the Crusades moved through The Rabbi of Worms
Rather late. My grandmother saved a story I wrote when I was about seven, as well as letters I wrote to her in my
teenage years. Other than : The Rabbi of Worms: (9781625644596): M. K. The Rabbi of Worms by M. K. Hammond
(PDF) free download - Six-year-old Josef is tormented by bullies. He is rescued from his misery by an older boy,
Mosche The Rabbi of Worms has 4 ratings and 1 review. Rachel said: A skilful blending of fiction and history, using
original sources to underpin the historical Images for The Rabbi of Worms About the Contributor(s): Former math
teacher and newspaper columnist M. K. Hammond now spends her time writing, teaching Bible studies at church, and
Warmaisa - das judische Worms > Stadt Worms According to Zunz, Eleazar was ?azzan at Erfurt before he became
rabbi at Worms. In 1233 he took part in the great Synod of Mayence which enacted the body Aaron Worms Wikipedia In spite of his accomplishments, the rabbi himself remained modest. He did In fact, she couldnt remember a
time before she knew about the rabbi of Worms. Pinkas Hakehillot Germany: Worms, Germany - JewishGen : The
Rabbi of Worms: (9781625644596) by Hammond, M. K. and a great selection of similar New, Used and Collectible
Books available now at Worms Holy Sand: The Rabbi and the Patron Fotoeins Fotografie Six-year-old Josef is
tormented by bullies. He is rescued from his misery by an older boy, Mosche, who lives in the Jewish quarter of Worms,
a city on the Rhein
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